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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

I. Whether the chancery court erred by holding that Gary 

Wygant had standing to challenge only the constitutionality 

of the Gibson County split in his own house district rather 

than the entire house map. 

II. Whether the chancery court erred by finding that neither the 

Gibson County split in Wygant's house district nor the house 

map as a whole violates the county-splitting provision in 

Tennessee Constitution Article II, § 

III. Whether Wygant's county-splitting claim presents a nonjus-

ticiable political question. 

IV. Whether the chancery court erred by finding that Fran-

cie Hunt's generalized interest in constitutional governance 

gave her standing to challenge her senate district even 

though she suffered no individualized injury. 



INTRODUCTION 

Every ten years, the General Assembly faces the complicated task 

of drawing new state legislative maps according to conflicting commands. 

Federal law requires the legislature to draw districts that contain 

roughly equal populations under the one-person-one-vote doctrine and 

that maintain certain racial compositions under the Voting Rights Act. 

At the same time, the Tennessee Constitution requires the legislature to 

draw consecutively numbered districts that do not split county lines—all 

while vesting the General Assembly with "the right ... to apportion ... 

using ... other criteria." Tenn. Const. art. II, § 4. Everyone agrees that 

it is impossible to draft a map that complies with both federal and state-

law requirements. The question is who can challenge the General As-

sembly's attempts to balance those conflicting commands, what standard 

applies to county-splitting challenges, and whether judicial review of this 

question is appropriat.e at all. 

This appeal raises these questions in the context of a challenge to 

redistricting maps adopted by the General Assembly two yea.rs ago. 

Plaintiffs Gary Wygant and Francie Hunt allege that the state house and 

senate maps violate the Tennessee Constitution. Wygant believes that 

the house map violates the constitutional provision against splitting 

county lines during redistricting. Tenn. Const. art. II, § 5. Hunt in turn 

argues that the senate map violates the constitutional provision requir-

ing consecutively numbered senate districts. Tenn. Const. art. II, § 3. 
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Und.er this Court's established standing jurisprudence, these 

claims falter out of the gate. Wygant's attack on the entirety of the house 

map fails because he lacks standing to challenge any house district be-

sides his own. And Hunt's challenge to the senate map also fails for lack 

of standing because she asserts only an interest in constitutional govern-

ance—a textbook generalized grievance. By ignoring bedrock standing 

rVririririloc +ha acIr thca frm viich haQ(11nrto- irti-n danirlincr 
1J-1- W.L-L-1- V WSJ 

"abstract questions of wide public signifi.cance" that are not properly be-

fore the Court. ACLU v. Darnell, 195 S.W.3d 612, 620 (Tenn. 2006) (ci-

tation omitted). This Court should decline the invita.tion to ignore fun-

damental separation-of-powers constraints and to expand the "Mlle judi-

cial power of this State." Tenn. Const. art. \TI, § 1. 

Even if Wygant had standing, his challenge lacks merit. The chan-

cery court held a three-day bench trial during which the parties offered 

testimony and documentary evidence. After reviewing the evidence, the 

court held that the Gibson County split in Wygant's district—and the 

map as a whole—followed the Tennessee Constitution. That holding 

rests squarely on findings of fact that are presumed to be correct in this 

appeal. Nothing in Wygant's opening brief overcomes that presumption 

or casts doubt on the chancery court's thoughtful and thorough findings. 

Fundamentally, Wygant wants this Court to hold the house map 

unconstitutional because his expert (after several months of trial and er-

ror) created a "better" alternative map—a map that was never presented 
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to the legislature for consideration. That type of Monday morning quar-

terbacking of the redistricting process lacks support in the law and first 

principles. Generally, "[a] redistricting plan will not be set aside on con-

stitutional grounds merely because a slightly 'better' plan can be de-

vised," Moore v. State, 436 S.W.3d 775, 788 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2014) (citation 

omitted)—particularly given that the Tennessee Constitution gives the 

e ne r 1 .,å-s s e mb ly the right s Q r an ge, of Criteria w he n drawing 

maps, see Tenn. Const. art. II, § 4. Wygant's position reads that language 

right out of the Constitution and turns redistricting into a rote battle of 

computer map-drawing simulations to be refereed by the judiciary. 

In any event, Wygant's claim suffers from the even more basic flaw 

that it seeks to have courts answer an unanswerable political question. 

The Tennessee Constitution textually commits the fraught task of appor-

tioning legislative districts to the General Assembly. And decades of de-

cisions from this Court have made one thing clear: "There are no legal 

standards discernible in the Constitution" for deciding county-splitting 

claims, "let alone limited and precise standards that are clear, managea-

ble, and politically neutral." Rucho v. Common Cause, 588 U.S. 684, 707 

(2019). Further attempts to regulate county splits will force courts to 

make inherently legislative policy decisions about how to balance litiga-

tion risks. Enforcement of the county-splitting provision thus belongs to 

the General Assembly and the voters of Tennessee—not the judiciary. 

13 



This case serves as a crossroads for state redistricting disputes. 

The plaintiffs transparently seek a rule that effectively allows "all Ten-

nesseans" to challenge "a statewide redistricting statute" whenever they 

believe it violates the Tennessee Constitution. R. III, 412 n.5. That ap-

proach will mire this Court in "a profusion" of redistricting lawsuits, 

ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 620 (citation omitted), and push litigants to bring 

Q nother bunt, nf tinn" rivn b NATI:In t, thiS Cr" Pn  r rirnritAd 

when it first considered the county-splitting provision, State ex rel. Lock-

ert v. Crowell, 729 S.W.2d 88, 91 (Tenn, 1987). Out of respect for the 

"limited" role of "co.urts in a democratic society," ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 

619 (citation omitted), this Court should reject the plaintiffs' efforts to 

second-guess the legislature's redistricting decisions. 

The Court should affirm the chancery court's judgment against 

Wygant and reverse the chancery court's judgment for Hunt. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 

This appeal arises from the final judgment of the Davidson County 

Chancery Court upholding the constitution.ality of the 2022 state house 

map and striking down as unconstitutional the 2022 state senate map. 

A. Legal Background 

As nearly everybody knows, redistricting "is a complicated process." 

White v. Weiser, 412 U.S. 783, 795 (1973). That is because legislatures 

drawing district lines must balance a "complex interplay of forces," Ab.. 

bott v. Perez, 585 U.S. 579, 603 (2018) (citation omitted), ranging from 
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compliance with statutory and constitutional obligations to consideration 

of various redistricting principles. That "delicate balancing of competing 

considerations" makes "[e]lectoral districting a most difficult subject 

for legislatures." Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 580 U.S. 178, 

187 (2017) (quoting Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. 900, 915 (1995)). 

Redistricting in Tennessee raises unique difficulties because of 

k9t,Qtc' pOnstitiitiprpl cnn.str „.4.rtic,In § nf tha Tannoqqao onnqi-

tution provides that, "[i]n a [state house] district composed of two or more 

counties, ... no county shall be divided." That language—adopted in 

1966—tracks Tennessee's longstanding prohibition on splitting counties 

when drawing senate districts. See Tenn. Const. art. I, § 4 (1796). 

At the time of their adoption, these county-splitting provisions im-

posed an easy-to-administer rule against splitting counties when redis-

tricting. No exceptions. But when the U.S. Supreme Court announced 

the one-person-one-vote standard in Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 

(1964), adherence to the county-splitting provisions became much more 

difficult. The distribution of population among Tennessee made it impos- 

sible both to avoid splitting counties and to maintain the one-person-one - 

vote equality the Fourteen.th Amendment demands. R. XXII, 3433-34. 

That inherent conflict between population equality and Tennessee's 

county-splitting provisions prompted chronic litigation in the wake of 

Reynolds, with this Court having to step in four times in five years. The 

Court first confronted the conflict in State ex rel. Lockert v. Crowell, 631 
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S.W.2d 702 (Tenn. 1982) ("Lockert 1'). There, a group of plaintiffs argued 

that the state senate map violated the senate county-splitting provision 

because it split sixteen counties. Id. at 704, 706; see Tenn. Const. art. II, 

§ 6. The chancery court agreed and granted summary judgment for the 

plaintiffs. Lockert I, 631 S.W.2d at 703. On appeal, the Court recognized 

the tension between the competing state and federal obligations, and it 

held that "Rihe prnhihitinn ngainct ernccing oniinty ihnec Qhniild he onm-

plied with insofar as is possible under equal protection requirements." 

Id. at 709. Once a plaintiff shows that the map splits a county line, the 

burden "shift[s] to the defendants to show that the Legislature was jus-

tified in passing a reapportionment act which crossed county lines." Id. 

at 714. With that standard in mind, the Court remanded the case to the 

chancery court to consider the justification for the county splits. See id. 

Just one year later, the Court again considered county-splitting 

claims in State ex rel. Lockert v. Crowell, 656 S.W.2d 836 (Tenn. 1983) 

("Lockert If). In response to Lockert I, the General Assembly passed new 

redistricting maps, and the Lockert II plaintiffs attacked both the state 

house and state senate maps under the relevant county-splitting provi-

sions. Id. at 838. The chancery court held both maps unconstitutional, 

id., and this Court affirmed, id. at 845. The problem with the new maps 

was that the legislature "over-ernphasized achieving near perfection in 

responding to the one person, one vote federal mandate, where it collides 

with the State Constitutional mandate against" splitting counties. Id. at 
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840. The Court reviewed the record and created population-deviation 

targets for the legislature that it thought complied with federal law yet 

still respected state constitutional requirements. See id. at 843-44. 

So the General Assembly once again went back to the drawing 

board and adopted new legislative districts in 1984. On the day the stat-

ute was passed, plaintiffs sued in state court alleging that two districts 

in the hoiise ricip were iincrmstitiitinnQl becQiis they iirinc,c,,ssnrily split 

two counties. Lincoln County v. Crowell, 701 S.W.2d 602, 603 (1985) (per 

curiam). The chancellor struck down both districts rather than the stat-

ute as a whole. Id. This time, this Court reversed, holding that the dis-

tricts withstood constitutional scrutiny. The Court found it significant 

that a federal court had reviewed the house map and held that it complied 

with federal law, and that the house map more generally complied with 

the population and county-split targets articulated in Lockert II. More 

importantly, because the plaintiffs brought a "piecemeal attack'? on only 

a small portion of the house map, the Court held that it was improper to 

strike down the challenged districts "in the • absence of evidence demon-

strating its impropriety." Id. at 604. Because the plaintiffs offered no 

proof that the General Assembly drew the districts with "bad faith or im-

proper motives," the Court upheld the districts and county splits. Id. 

But the county-splitting litigation did not end there. In 1987, the 

Court once more reviewed a county-splitting challenge to a state senate 

district in State ex rel. Lockert v. Crowell, 729 S.W.2d 88 (Tenn. 1987) 

17 



("Lockert III"). The Court wearily recounted the "tortured history of the 

intractable reapportionment problem" posed by "the conflict between the 

federal constitutional requirement of equality of population among dis-

tricts and the Tennessee constitutional prohibition against dividing a 

county." Id. at 89. The Court noted that the plaintiffs did not prove their 

assertion that the county was split for incumbent-protection purposes ra-

thco" flinn pnpulatipri.-pqnality ninprIQ. .goo at., On, Tho fni th t 

the legislature acted in good faith in drawing the district, so it dismissed 

the challenge and "terminate [d] this serial litigation." Id. at 91. 

Over the following decades, plaintiffs continued to bring county-

splitting claims, including most recently during the previous redistrict-

ing cycle. See, e.g., Moore v. State, 436 S.W.3d 775 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2014). 

B. The 2020's Redistricting Cycle 

Against that backdrop, the General Assembly's redistricting pro-

cess began again when the U.S. Census Bureau released its population 

data from the 2020 census in August 2021—a few months later than 

usual because of the pandemic. R. XXII, 3432. As soon as the Bureau 

released the population data, Speaker of the House Cameron Sexton ap-

pointed a redistricting committee. Id. at 3433. 

The committee held multiple hearings to establish redistricting cri-

teria and solicit public input. At the first meeting, House Cornmittee 

Counsel Doug Himes discussed the redistricting process and informed 

the committee about the uneven population changes that had occurred 
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across Tennessee, with most of the growth happening in Middle Tennes-

see and population losses occurring in West Tennessee. Trial Ex. 94 at 

10. The committee then discussed and adopted criteria to guide the map-

drawing process, Trial Ex. 93—criteria that the General Assembly had 

used for decades, Trial Ex. 94 at 28-29. 

Over the next few months, Himes drafted a house map that bal-

ncarl tho cninpating Qtn to n rid forlorni t With PvPry 

house member and, where appropriate, incorporated their feedback. 

R. XXII, 3435. The committee also permitted the public to propose their 

own redistricting maps. But only four citizen maps were submitted—and 

each had constitutional deficiencies.. See id at 3435-36. 

In December 2021, Speaker Pro Tempore Pat Marsh presented the 

concept house map. That map contained 99 single member districts, had 

an overall population variance of 9.90%, split 30 counties, and main-

tained thirteen majority-minority districts. R. II, 247; Trial Ex. 95 at 25-

26. The redistricting committee approved that plan and, eventually, so 

did the General Assembly. Trial Ex. 95 at 52-53; see R. XXII, 3436; Trial. 

Ex. 29. The General Assembly also adopted an updated map for the State 

Senate. That inap numbered the Davidson County districts as Districts 

17, 19, 20, and 21. See R. XXII, 3485; Trial Ex. 84. 

C. The Plaintiffs Challenge the House and Senate Maps 

Shortly after the new maps were enacted, the plaintiffs filed suit in. 

Davidson County Chancery Court against Governor Bill Lee, Secretary 
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of State Tre Hargett, and Coordinator of Elections Mark Goins. R. I, 1-

16. Their complaint alleged that the house map violates the Tennessee 

Constitution by impermissibly splitting county lines in violation of Ten-

nessee Constitution Article II, § 5. See id. at 13, It also alleged that the 

senate map violates Tennessee Constitution Article II, § 3 by failing to 

consecutively number Davidson County's senate districts. Id. at 14. The 

i-dainfiffe cniio-ht a doplarafirrin that tho hnucci arid eciriata mapc thiair 

entirety are unconstitutional, along with an injunction forbidding the 

state defendants from using those maps in any elections. Id. at 15. 

This Court then ordered the dispute to be heard before a three.. 

judge panel, as required by state law, comprising Chancellor Russell T. 

Perkins, Chancellor Steven W. Maroney, and Judge J. Michael Sharp. 

R. I, 48. Afterward, the plaintiffs amended their complaint and moved 

for a temporary injunction preventing the defendants from using the 

challenged maps during the 2022 elections Id. at 72-94. The chancery 

court denied the motion with respect to the house map. R. IV, 487. But, 

over the dissent of Chancellor Maroney, it granted temporary relief on 

the senate map. Id. at 487-90. In response, the State filed an emergency 

appeal with this Court, arguing that the plaintiffs had failed to demon-

strate their entitlement to emergency relief on the senate map given the 

imminent election deadlines. See id. at 531-38. This Court agreed, va-

cating the temporary injunction. Id. at 537-42. 
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On remand, the chancery court held a three-day bench trial, where 

it heard evidence from various witnesses, and accepted dozens of exhib-

its. Plaintiff Hunt, a resident of Davidson County, pressed her claim that 

the Davidson County senate districts were misnumbered, and plaintiff 

Wygant raised his county-splitting challenge to the house map. 

D. The Chancery Court's Ruling 

After considerina the evidence, the chancery court published its 

findings of fact and conclusions of law. In a split decision, the court dis-

missed the challenge to the house map but held that the senate map vio-

lated the Constitution. R. XXII, 3425-26. 

For the house map, Chancellor Steven Maroney wrote the majority 

opinion rejecting the county-splitting challenge. The court held that 

Wygant had standing to challenge only the constitutionality of the county 

split in his home district: Gibson County. R. XXII, 3447-48. The Gibson 

County split complie.d with the Constitution, the court explained, because 

the General Assembly drew it in a good-faith effort to balance its various 

competing constitutional obligations, including the requirement that 

each district contain substantially equal population. See id. at 3458. In 

the alternative, the court held the entire map was constitutional. See id. 

at 3459, 3464-65. Chancellor Perkins dissented. Id. at 3493-3500. 

For the senate map, Chancellor Perkins wrote the majority opinion 

holding that Hunt had standing to raise her co.nstitutional challenge. 

R. XXII, 3486. And because the State did not raise a merits defense, the 
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court entered judgment for Hunt and ordered the legislature to draw a 

new map. Id. at 3426, 3486. Chancellor Maroney dissented. Id. at 3465. 

Wygant noticed an appeal from the judgment dismissing his chal-

lenge to the house map, and the State noticed an appeal from the judg-

ment holding the senate map unlawful and ordering the General Assem-

bly to adopt a remedial map. R. XXII, 3503-06, 3507. The State also 

C1X7/2,1-1 +1 1̂-1 0 rinii-vd- frcv. ofax ,r +bra I .711 Ola f11111 6+ '  1:101 rvn IlY1 fin la ennafa 
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inap. See id. at 3508. The Court granted that stay. Id. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Wygant Lacks Standing to Challenge Any County Splits Be-
sides the Gibson County Split in House District 79. 

Wygant is the only plaintiff challenging the house map. He seeks 

an order declaring every state house district unconstitutional and requir-

ing the General Assembly to redraw the map for the State House of Rep-

resentatives in its entirety. R. V, 698; Appellan.t Br, 61. But he lacks 

standing to challenge the constitutionality of county splits in any district 

other than his own. So the Court should limit its review of the house map 

to the split of Gibson County in House District 79—Wygant's own dis-

trict—just like the chancery court did below. R. XXII, 3436, 3448. 

A. Wygant suffers no cognizable injury from the county 
splits outside House District 79. 

Wygant's only injury derives from the Gibson County split in his 

home district, so the chancery court properly held that Wygant cannot 

challenge any splits other than the Gibson County split in his district. 
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Standing "is the principle that courts use to determine whether a 

party has a sufficiently personal stake in a matter at issue to warrant a 

judicial resolution of the dispute." Metro. Gov't of Nashville v. Bd. of Zon-

ing Appeals of Nashville, 477 S.W.3d 750, 755 (Tenn. 2015) (citation omit-

ted). To establish standing, Wygant must show (1) a "distinct and palpa-

ble" injury; (2) "a causal connection between the alleged injury and the 

Phql1Pnged onnriiiPt", niad (2) thgt thp nlleged iniiiry "rapahle nf heing 

redressed" by a favorable court decision. City of Memphis v. Hargett, 414 

S.W.3d 88, 98 (Tenn. 2013) (citation omitted). At trial, Wygant bore the 

burden of proving he had standing. See ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 620. 

Insofar as Wygant seeks to challenge the entire house map, he did 

not meet that burden. Wygant argued that the Gibson County split in-

jures his ability to elect his preferred candidate—a candidate residing in 

Gibson County. The split does so because it divides Gibson County 

among two districts and allows someone living in a neighboring county 

to represent Wygant. See Trial Tr. 124:4-25; R. XXII, 3448. That injury 

is district specific because it "results from the boundaries of the particu-

lar district in which he resides." Gill v. Whitford, 585 U.S. 48, 66 (2018). 

The other county splits in the house map plainly do not affect Wygant's 

ability to elect a candidate from Gibson County. So to the extent Wygant 

complains about other county splits, he "assert[s] only a generalized 

grievance against governmental conduct of which he ... does not ap-

prove." Id. (quoting United States v. Hays, 515 U.S. 737, 745 (1995)). 
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That conclusion finds ironclad support from both the law and the 

facts of this case. As a matter of law, voters bringing redistricting clairns 

generally have standing to challenge only their own district. See, e.g., id. 

And as a matter of fact, the record confirms that Wygant suffered no in-

jury from splits outside his own district. Wygant never testified about 

any individualized harm the enacted house map had caused to him by 
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when asked "whether he had sustained any individual and personal im-

pact from the division of other counties," Wygant simply responded that 

he heard complaints frorn people in those counties. Id. Simply put, 

Wygant lacks a basis in law or fact to claim an injury from every district, 

For that reason, limiting Wygant's challenge solely to the Gibson 

County split in House District 79 preserves the interest against deciding 

constitutional issues that are not squarely presented. See Schlesinger v. 

Reservists Comm. to Stop the War, 418 U.S. 208, 221 (1974). 

B. Wygant's statewide standing arguments lack merit. 

Despite the "threshold" nature of the standing inquiry, Effler v. 

Purdue Pharma L.P., 614 S.W.3d 681, 688 (Tenn. 2020), Wygant rele-

gates his argument that he has standing to challenge the entire house 

map to the last few pages of his brief, and thus buries a dispositive con-

cession. He candidly admits that his "individualized injury" is "the divi-

sion of his resident county," Appellant Br. 56—nothing more, nothing 

less. That concession should end his efforts to seek review of districts 
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that split counties besides his own. See ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 620 (ex-

plaining that litigants lack standing to challenge government conduct 

that does not cause thern to suffer an injury in fact). 

Although Wygant offers several arguments to help save his chal-

lenge to the entire house map, none are persuasive. First, Wygant claims 

that he may challenge the entire map because the Gibson County split 

re si 11t,e,1 from "st, ixwidd, Q cti on." rit Pr. Thq merit 

proves too much. All legislative districts result from statewide action: 

Legislatures draw individual districts as part of a statewide map, con-

sider and approve that map as a whole, and then send that entire map to 

the executive for approval. Yet the Supreme Court has repeatedly in-

structed that redistricting challenges are generally limited only to the 

specific districts in the map that causes their injury. See Ala. Legis. 

Black Caucus v. Alabarna, 575 U.S. 254, 262-63 (2015); see, e.g., Gill, 585 

U.S. at 66; Hays, 515 U.S. at 744-45. That accords with the general rule 

that plaintiffs can challenge only the specific provisions of a law that 

cause their injury rather than the statute as a whole. See Prime Media, 

Inc. v. City of Brentwood, 485 F.3d 343, 350-51 (6th Cir. 2007). Adopting 

a contrary rule here would abrogate the requirement that a plaintiff suf-

fer an injury in fact and make a hash of scores of prior de.cisions. 

Next, Wygant argues that he may challenge the entire map because 

fixing the (allegedly unlawful) split of Gibson County requires a 

"statewide remedy" due to the "interrelated nature of redistricting." 
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Appellant Br. 56-58. That arguinent "rests on a failure to distinguish 

injury from remedy." Gill, 585 U.S. at 67; see, e.g., Appellant Br. 59 (ar-

guing why he has "standing to seek statewide relief' rather than showing 

how he suffered a statewide injury (emphasis added)). As Wygant con-

cedes, his individualized injury flows from "the division of his resident 

county" and nothing more. See Appellant Br. 56. So even if that injury 

in, st ra typarliorl ratirax,Nring tha 'Air', hni sa Pa np,thn t, nas nnt giv,

Wygant standing to attack the splits in other districts. He can only chal-

lenge the conduct causing the injury, see City of Memphis, 414 S.W.3d at 

98, which is the Gibson County split in House District 79. 

That injury-vs-remedy distinction explains .why the malapportion-

ment cases that Wygan.t cites do him no good. See Appellant Br. 58 (citing 

Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962) and Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 

(1964)). The voters in those cases lacked standing to challenge every dis-

trict in the State, Instead, they proved that their own districts were un-

constitutional, and that prompted the legislature restructure the whole 

map. See Gill, 585 U.S. at 66-67. Whether other districts must be re-

drawn to remedy an allegedly unconstitutional split does not confer 

standing to challenge districts which inflict no individualized harm on 

Wygant. Nothing in those opinions suggests that Wygant can challenge 

splits in districts that cause him no injury. 

Nor do the other cases that Wygant cites. Appellant Br. 59-60 (col-

lecting cases). This Court's Lockert I decision did not even address the 
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standing issue and thus fails to establish that Wygant suffers statewide 

injury. See Lockert I, 631 S.W.2d at 704 ("[t]he plaintiffs' standing to sue 

is not in issue"); Webster v. Fall, 266 U.S. 507, 511 (1925) ("Questions 

which merely lurk in the record, neither brought to the attention of the 

court nor ruled upon, are not to be considered as having been so decided 

as to constitute pi.ecedents."). The Missouri case Wygant cites supports 

tha? .Qtcz,te p o n e, cQllse, ilL co," -11  rr s Q t, " [t] o ch4lenr Q d istaicting 

map, '[o]nly an eligible Missouri voter who sustains an individual injury 

by virtue of residing in a district that exhibits the alleged violation"' has 

standing. Faatz v. Ashcroft, 685 S.W.3d 388, 395 (1V1o. 2024) (citation 

omitted). The plaintiffs there could challenge the county splits in two 

districts because they each lived in one of those districts. Id. at 396. 

Finally, in the case from Kentucky, the Commonwealth only chal-

lenged standing in a footnote, and it did not present the argument at is-

sue here. See Opening Br. for the Commonwealth of Kentucky at 74 n.19, 

Graham v. Adams, Nos. 2022-SC-0522 & 2023-SC-0139 (Ky. Aug. 25, 

2023). Moreover, despite Wygant's representation that the court "ex-

pressly held that, individual voters who live in divided counties have 

standing .. to challenge redistricting maps that divide counties," Appel-

lant Br. 60, the standing analysis appears to have been limited to 

whether the plaintiffs could bring partisan gerrymandering claims, see 

Graham v. Sec'y of State, 684 S.W.3d 663, 677 (Ky. 2023) (stating that 

the injuries derived from the "intentional dilution of the power of 
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Democratic votes"). The court did not discuss the county-splitting claims 

in the context of analyzing standing. 

To sum up, Wygant's only injury comes from the district-specific 

contours of House District 79 and its split of Gibson County. He lacks an 

injury from any other district, so the Court should reject his efforts to 

seek review of the entire house map and all thirty splits. 

TT. Thp Challpingpd DiStrietS Comply with the TPrIllPsseP 

Constitution's County-Splitting Provision. 

The chancery court held that both the Gibson County split in House 

District 79 and the house map more generally comply with Tennessee 

Constitution Article II, § 5. R. XXII, 3458, 3464-65. Wygant did not (and 

cannot) challenge the court's alternative holding regarding House Dis-

trict 79 because he waived any district-specific claim. In any event, the 

chancery court was right on the merits. Wygant's arguments for reversal 

rest on misunderstandings about the law and a mistaken view of the rec-

ord. The Court should affirm the judgment against Wygant. 

A. Wygant has doubly waived any district-specific chal-
lenge to the Gibson County split in House District 79. 

Wygarit believes that he can challenge the entire house map. Per-

haps for that reason, he devotes his entire brief to arguing why the map 

as a whole violates the Tennessee Constitution. He does not mention—

much less challenge—the chancery court's holding that "the enacted 

House map reflects good faith on the part of the General Assembly with 

respect to Gibson County specifically." R. XXII, 3458. So to the extent 
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the Court finds that Wygant lacks standing to challenge county splits 

outside House District 79, it can affirm the judgment below by simply 

noting that Wygant offered no argument why the chancery court erred 

by finding the Gibson County split constitutional. See, e.g., White Oak 

Prop. Dev., LLC v. Washington Twp., 606 F.3d 842, 854 (6th Cir. 2010).1

Wygant also confronts a much m.ore fundamental problem than 

c;rnnlxr cnilincr fn ollanoci-ru onnyee linlaincr Ai- nn nninf in 

this litigation—not now, not at trial, and not in his pleadings—did 

Wygant assert a district-specific constitutional challenge to House Dis-

trict 79 and its split of Gibson County. Wygant filed four separate com- 

plaints, none of which even hint at the possibility of a district-specific 

claim premised on the Gibson County split, R. I, 1-16; id. at 75-90; R. IV, 

555-72; R. V, 682-99. All those pleadings instead allege that "SB 0779," 

the statute containing the entire house plan, "violates the Tennessee 

Constitution." R. I, 13; id. at 87; R. IV, 570; R. V, 697. And when it came 

time for trial, Wygant unmistakably disavowed the notion that he was 

challenging the Gibson County split alone rather than the house map as 

a whole. See Trial Tr. 29:11-31:24. No wonder, then, that Wygant briefed 

1 Wygant stated in passing that he must have standing to mount a 
statewide challenge because Gibson County's split results from statewide 
action. Appellant Br, 57 & n.136. That does not preserve any challenge 
to the chancery court's alternative holding that the General Assembly 
acted in good faith when dividing Gibson County. See Sneed v. Bd. of 
Pro. Resp. of Sup. Ct., 301 S.W.3d 603, 615 (Tenn. 2010). 
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this appeal as though he could challenge every split in every house dis-

trict, even though the chancery court ruled otherwise. 

The Court should hold Wygant to his strategic decision to press 

claims against the entire map rather than Gibson County. After all, "par-

ties 'know what is best for them, and are responsible for advancing the 

facts and argument entitling them to relief."' State v. Bristol, 654 S.W.3d 

017, 09R-94 (Tann. 9n99) (Pitntinn nmittad). ThP hnttnin thnt thP 

Court should affirm because Wygant only has standing to pursue a dis-

trict-specific claim against Gibson County that he expressly waived. 

B. The Gibson County split in House District 79 easily 
passes constitutional scrutiny. 

If the Court overlooks Wygant's waiver and considers the constitu-

tionality of House District 79, it should hold that Lincoln County supplies 

the relevant standard for deciding whether individual districts violate 

the county-splitting provision.2 Applying that standard, which puts the 

burden on the plaintiff to prove that the legislature acted unlawfully, the 

Court should affirm because Wygant cannot show the General Assembly 

acted in bad faith when drawing the Gibson County split in his home 

2 Because the chancery court correctly held that the State prevails 
regardless of which side bears the burden, the Court may decline to de-
cide which standard controls. The State nevertheless briefed the issue 
because the public interest favors the Court providing clarity about the 
extent to which county splitting claims are justiciable, see infra Argu.. 
ment III, and if they are, how the burden must be allocated, and what 
evidence must be offered to satisfy that burden. 
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district. But even if the Court rejects the Lincoln County standard and 

holds that the State must prove the General Assembly acted in good faith, 

as Wygant argues, it met that burden because it split Gibson County in 

a good-faith effort to follow federal law. 

1. Lincoln County governs Wygant's challenge. 

The chancery court struggled to find the proper legal standard for 

deciding Wygant's county-splitting claim. That difficulty stemmed from 

what the chancery court perceived to be this Court's "differing holdings 

on which party bears the burden of proof' for that claim and "what must 

be shown to meet that burden." R. XXII, 3456. To be safe, the majority 

applied both standards offered by the parties and concluded that the 

State won either way. Id. at 3456, 3456-65. 

The Court should now clarify that Lincoln County governs claims 

like Wygant's that target single districts rather than the entire map. 

That is consistent with Lincoln County's reasoning, and it fits with the 

rule that the plaintiff—not the defendant—bears the burden of proof. 

a. Lincoln County held that an individual district will not be set 

aside under the county-splitting provision unless the plaintiff proves that 

the General Assembly drew that district in bad faith or with improper 

motive. There, the plaintiffs claimed that two house districts unneces-

sarily split county lines. 701 S.W.2d at 603. The chancellor found those 

splits unconstitutional because he believed "the Legislature did not make 

a good faith effort to draw the lines" and "Lincoln County was divided to 
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a greater extent than was necessary to meet the federal constitutional 

requirements." Id. This Court reversed. It refused to review "the entire 

plan" because the plaintiffs attacked only two districts, and it held that 

the chancery court "erred in sustaining a piecemeal attack upon a small 

portion" of the redistricting map. Id. at 604. To prevent "courts and the 

General Assembly" from "needless and protracted litigation," the Court 

riilad it will nnt "s0t asid digtript, nn tho grniind thn-f.: 

they theoretically might have been drawn more perfectly, in the absence 

of any proof whatever of bad faith or improper motives." Id. The plain-

tiffs never made that showing, so the districts were upheld. Id. 

That reasoning extends to all county-splitting claims that attack 

individual districts rather than the entire map. To be sure, Lincoln 

County came to this Court with a federal court decision holding that the 

challenged map as a whole complied with federal law, id. at 602, and a 

stipulation that Lockert's guidelines had been followed, id. at 604. But 

the Court still had before it a county-splitting challenge to ind.ividual dis-

tricts, so it demanded proof of bad faith. Id. And it did so to avoid piece-

meal and protracted litigation—a rationale that applies whenever plain-

tiffs challenge maps on a district-by-district basis. Lincoln County thus 

does not create a good-for-one-case-only rule. 

Here, Wygant's challenge falls squarely in Lincoln County's heart-

land. He can challenge only the Gibson County split in House District 79 

because he lacks standing to seek review of splits in other districts. See 
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supra Argument I. So the proper standard for reviewing that "piecemeal" 

challenge is to assess whether the General Assembly acted in bad faith. 

Wygant resists the Lincoln County standard by arguing that it does 

not create a separate standard; instead, it simply creates a third step in 

Lockert's burden-shifting framework. In his view, Lockert I places the 

initial burden on the plaintiff to show that the challenged map includes 

diQtrird- flint ornQqpwrynni-AT linp ROG' Anncilnnt Rr 2R-411 And nnre 

a plaintiff makes that showing, the burden shifts to the State to prove 

that federal law required whatever county splits the map includes. Id. 

Wygant interprets Lincoln County to create a "third and final step" in 

that burden-shifting framework. Id. at 39. Specifically, it shifts the bur-

den back to the plaintiff to prove bad faith once the State shows that the 

county splits were justified by federal law. Id. 

That interpretation makes no sense. If the State proves that fed-

eral law requires county splits, then those splits are constitutional and 

judicial inquiry ends. At that point bad faith or improper motives are 

irrelevant. No bad-faith showing could possibly make county splits which 

are required by federal law unconstitutional under Tennessee's county-

splitting provision. Put otherwise, state law cannot forbid a county split 

under an improper-motive theory that federal law requires. Adopting 

Wygant's reading of Lincoln County as imposing a "third step" would turn 

the Supremacy Clause on its head. U.S. Const. art. -VI, cl. 2. 
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b. The bedrock presumptions of good faith and constitutionality 

also support applying Lincoln County here. The State should not bear 

the burden of proving that a challenged district is not unconstitutional. 

Lincoln County's standard properly places the burden on the plaintiff—

rather than the State—to plead and prove its case. 

House District 79 comes before the Court "clothed in a presumption 
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858 (Tenn. 1996) (citation omitted). That requires the Court to "resolve 

every doubt in favor of constitutionality." Id. And because Wygant raises 

a facial challenge to the house map, that "general rule applies with even 

greater force." Petition of Burson, 909 S.W.2d 768, 775 (Tenn. 1995). 

"[T]o avoid short-circuiting the democratic process by preventing laws 

embodying th.e will of the people ... from being implemented," courts 

must exercise "extraordinary caution" before striking down a law like the 

redistricting statute. Moore, 436 S.W.3d at 784 (citation omitted). 

-Thatis not the only presumption relevant-to-this appeal. The COurt 

 also follows theAong- standing_reb uttable_pre sumption that govern m  ent 

officials will discharge their &ties in good faith and in accordance with 

the law." Norma Faye Pyles Lynch Fam. Purpose LLC v. Putnam County, 

301 S.W.3d 196, 206 (Tenn. 2009). That presumption applies to the Gen-

eral Assembly just like other public officials. In re Baby, 447 S.W.3d 807, 

843 n.12 (Tenn. 2014) (Koch, J., concurring). "Inquiries into [legislative] 

motives or purposes are a hazardous matter," United States v. O'Brien, 
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391 U.S. 367, 383 (1968), and judicial attempts to ascertain these "mod-

vation[s]" necessarily "represent a substantial intrusion into the work-

ings of other branches of government," Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. 

Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 268 n.18 (1977). Recognizing as much, 

courts have placed significant weight on the presumption of legislative 

good faith in the redistricting context. See Alexander v. S. C. State Conf. 

nf th,a 40P, 144 R. Cit. 129.1, 19.2N-P.A (9119.4) (en-I -letting onqeq). 

The Lincoln County standard honors both presumptions. It begins 

by presuming the challenged district complies with the Constitution and 

that the legislature redistricted in good faith until the plaintiff proves 

otherwise. The standard Wygant asks, the Court to use, by contrast, vio-

lates those presumptions. Every state house map must split county lines 

to comply with one-person-one-vote. See R. XXII, 3433-34. So under 

Wygant's view, all that a plaintiff bringing a county-splitting claim. must 

do is enter the map into evidence and then the burden shifts to the State 

to prove those splits are constitutional. If the State offers no proof, and 

thus the only evidence before the court is the map, Wygant believes the 

map must be held unlawful. But that turns the presumptions of good 

faith and constitutionality upside down. It would mean that redistricting 

laws enter court with a presumption of unconstitutionality and bad faith. 

The Court need not—and should not—apply that standard here. 

c. Despite Wygant's suggestions to the contrary, applying Lin-

coln County's standard does not require the Court to overrule Lockert. 
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Wygant characterizes Lockert as placing the burden on the State to prove 

that it drew the map in good faith once the plaintiff proves that a map 

splits county lines. See Appellant Br. 37-38. Even accepting that char-

acterization, Lockert applies only to claims challenging an entire map ra-

ther than individual districts; Lincoln County applies to claims raising 

piecemeal attacks. So the Court need not consider whether Lockert erred 
. . 
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Even so, if the Court believes that Lockert does put the burden on 

the State to prove that House District 79's split of Gibson County com-

plies with the Tennessee Constitution, the Court should overrule that 

portion of Lockert. If construed that way, Lockert is "obvious[ly] erro[ne-

ous]" because it violates the presumptions of constitutionality and good 

faith, In re Est. of McFarland, 167 S.W.3d 299, 306 (Tenn. 2005), it dis-

regards separation-of-powers principles, see Norma Faye, 301 S.W.3d at 

206, and it has been undermined by subsequent precedent, as the chan-

cery court acknowledged, see R. XXII, 3451 n.12, 3456. 

2. Wygant did not prove House District 79 unlawful un-
der Lincoln County. 

A district passes constitutional muster under Lincoln County un-

less a plaintiff proves the legislature acted in bad faith or with improper 

motive when drawing the county split. Wygant did not do that. 

The chancery court found that the General Assembly acted in good 

faith when drawing the Gibson County split in House District 79. See 
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R. XXII, 3458. That is a finding of fact, Lockert I, 631 S.W.3d at 714, 

which is entitled to "substantial deference," State v. Honeycutt, 54 S.W.3d 

762, 766 (Tenn. 2001), along with a presumption of correctness on appeal, 

see Tenn. R. App. P. 13(d). 

Wygant cannot overcome that presumption here. The record amply 

supports the chancery court's finding that the General Assembly drew 
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obligations. It necessarily follows that Wygant cannot meet his burden 

of showing the General Assembly acted in bad faith. See United States 

ex rel. Wall v. Circle C Constr., LLC, 868 F.3d 466, 471 (6th Cir. 2017) 

(explaining that "bad faith" is a "term of art" that exists not "by an honest 

mistake as to one's rights or duties, but by some interested or sinister 

motive" (quoting Black's Law Dictionary 139 (6th ed. 1990))). 

First, the General Assembly split Gibson County in an honest effort 

to comply with federal law. At the time of the latest census, Gibson 

County contained 50,429 people. Trial Tr. 656:16; Trial Ex. 103. That 

falls more than 20% below the ideal house district population of 69,806, 

Trial Tr. 526:21, so the one-person-one-vote stand.ard required Gibson 

County to be paired with another county, see R. XIII, 2007 & n.12; Even-

wel v. Abbot, 578 U.S. 54, 60 (2016) ("[m]aximum deviations above 10% 

are presumptively impermissible"). Based on population losses in West 

Tennessee, rnapmaker Doug Himes testified that he could not maintain 

population equality in the region while leaving Gibson County and its 
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neighboring counties entirely intact. Trial Tr. 558-60. At least one 

county needed to be split. The General Assembly ultimately chose to split 

Gibson County to preserve the core of the prior district, see id. at 559, and 

Wygant offers no reason why that choice proves that the General Assem-

bly acted in bad faith or based on an improper motive. 

The trial record unmistakably supports the chancery court's finding 
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presumptively violating the Fourteenth Amendment. Gibson County is 

surrounded by six other counties—Obion, Weakley, Carroll, Madison, 

Crockett, and Dyer. See Trial Ex. 84. None of those could be combined 

with Gibson County to create a house district that split no county lines 

and complied with population-equality requirements. The closest the 

General Assembly could come to the ideal population involved joining 

Gibson County and Crockett County, which results in a total population 

of 64,340. Trial Ex. 103 (listing county populations); R. XXII, 3458. That 

falls 7.8% below the ideal house district population. And if combined with 

the enacted map's highest deviation above the ideal house population, a 

map with the Gibson-Crockett district would have created a total devia-

tion of 12.89%. See R. XXII, 3434 (highest deviation above ideal popula-

tion was 5.09%). That map would be presumptively unconstitutional. 

See Evenwel, 578 U.S. at 60. No other whole-county combination with 

Gibson County produces a lower population deviation. 
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Second, the General Assembly dutifully considered maps proposed 

by legislators and citizens alike, and adopted the only one that satisfied 

its various state and federal law obligations. The public submitted four 

house proposals, all of which either created population deviations that 

rendered the proposals presumptively unconstitutional or raised voting-

rights concerns by destroying majority-minority districts. See R. XIII, 
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was not timely filed, split 35 counties and destroyed five majority-minor-

ity districts. Id. at 2047. Nearly a month after the filing deadline, the 

Democratic Caucus submitted another proposal that still suffered from 

constitutional deficiencies. See id. at 2048. The legislature rejected all 

those proposals because they raised "clear constitutional problems." 

Trial Tr. 513:4-9. By contrast, only the enacted map maintained a popu-

lation deviation below 10%, split 30 or fewer counties, and did not destroy 

majority-minority districts. Both the legislature's "request for submis-

sions" and its "adoption of the enacted House map ... only after consider-

ation was given to every alternative rnap proposed" shows that the Gen-

eral Assembly acted in good faith. R. XXII, 3460. 

Third, the General Assembly drew House District 79 (and the house 

map more generally) in compliance with longstanding statutory guid-

ance. After Lockert II, the General Assembly codified guidelines for the 

redistricting process. Those guidelines have been used in every subse-

quent redistricting cycle, see, e.g., 2012 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 511, § 1(b); 
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2002 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 468, § 1(b); 1992 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 836, § 1(b), 

and cited approvingly by the courts, see R. XXII, 3460. This cycle, the 

General Assembly once again adopted that guidance, which the chancery 

court agreed reflects its good-faith interpretation of its constitutional ob-

ligations. See id. at 3460-61. And the enacted house map, including 

House District 79, complies with that guidance. 

-1 A --IA-
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acted with proper motives should be dispelled by the Tennessee Consti-

tution itself. Article II of the Tennessee Constitution contains the county-

splitting provision. It also includes another provision, which expressly 

says that "[n]othing in this Article II shall deny to the General Assem-

bly the right at any time to apportion one House of the General Assembly 

using geography, political subdivisions, substantially equal population 

and other criteria as factors." Tenn. Const. art. II, §. 4. As the chancery 

court explained, that argu.ably gives the legislature discretion to split 

counties as it deems appropriate. R. XXII, 3460-61. But at minimum, 

"the mere ambiguity raised by that [provision] must confer deference to 

the General Assembly as having acted in good faith." Id. 

Should Wygant choose to launch a district-specific attack on House 

District 79 for the first time in his reply brief, he will likely make the 

same argument he raises with respect to his challenge to the map as a 

whole. Namely, he will argue that map 13d_e (which does not split Gib-

son County) proves that federal la.w did not require his county to be 
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divided. See Appellant Br. 43-46 (making that point in the context of his 

argument to the "House map" as a whole). 

The problem with Wygant's position is that the precise location of 

county splits can always be manipulated; as experts from both sides 

agreed, there are "trillions" of possible plans. Trial Tr. 369:21. Anybody 

with time and resources can come up with a rnap that splits different 
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not justified by federal law or made in bad faith—it simply shows the 

unworkability of Wygant's proposed standard. 

In any event, even assuming Wygant could prove that the General 

Assembly split Gibson County for core-preservation reasons alone, but 

see Trial Tr. 558-60; R. MIL 2007 & n.12, he still cannot prevail in show-

ing that the legislature acted in bad faith or with improper motive be--

cause the Tennessee Constitution authorizes the General Assembly to 

subordinate county-line preservation to "other criteria" like core preser-

vation, see Tenn. Const. art. II, § 4 (Inlothing ... in this Article II shall 

deny to the General Assembly the right at any time to apportion one 

House of the General Assembly using ... other criteria as factors"). 

3. House District 79 satisfies constitutional scrutiny 
even if the State bears the burden of proof. 

Wygant in.sists that the State must prove that the Gibson County 

split complies with the Constitution. Even if the burden rested with the 

State, the judgment below should be affirmed because there is ample 
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evidence the legislature acted in good faith and split Gibson County in 

an honest effort to comply with federal law. See supra Argument II.B.2. 

C. If the court considers the remaining splits in the other 
house districts, those are also constitutional. 

Wygant's arguments rest on the premise that he has standing to 

challenge the entire map, and that the county splits must be considered 

under the Lockert framework. That position fails because Wygant can 

challenge only the Gibson County split in House District 79. See supra 

Argument I. But if the Court concludes he can challenge the county splits 

in the entire map, the judgment below should still be affirmed because 

the record supports the chancery court's finding that the General Assem-

bly acted in good faith to draw a constitutional map. 

All thirty county splits pass constitutional muster because they 

were drawn to comply with federal law. On top of all the reasons showing 

how the General Assembly acted in good faith, the record also confirms 

that every split in the enacted map can be justified by population-equal-

ity concerns. See Trial Tr. 551:7-8 (testifying that "all 30 of these [county 

splits] are [justified by] population equality"); see also id. at 549-78 (ex-

plaining the basis for each county split). That evidence supports the 

chancery court's factual finding that the General Assembly exercised 

good faith in drawing the house map in its entirety. R. XXII, 3464-65. 

Wygant disputes that finding, see Appellant Br. 46-56, but he fails 

to overcome the presumption of correctness. Wygant points to a footnote 
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in Himes' expert report that explained all thirty county splits. Id. at 51. 

That footnote lists "population" or "population shift" as an explanation 

for some counties and not others. R. XIII, 2007 n.12. Wygant suggests 

that the omission of references to population for some of the county splits 

means that those splits were not justified by federal law. 

Not so. Himes testified that population equality justified every sin-

g-l-e split, and he e-xplahaed -why that was the case on a county-specific 

basis. Trial Tr. 549-78. In response to questions about the footnote, 

Himes clarified that when his expert report lists "population," it was be-

cause that county had "too much population to be one district." Id. 

at 551:13-15. "Obviously," he explained in reference to the footnote, 

every split was justified in part by "population equality." See id.; id. at 

477:15-16 ("Equal population is again the top standard that every plan is 

trying to achieve"). That aligns with how federal law treats population 

equality in the redistricting context—"it is part of the redistricting back-

ground, taken as a given," that legislators must consider when deciding 

how to craft new districts. Ala. Legis. Black Caucus, 575 U.S. at 272. 

Wygant also faults Himes and the General Assembly for treating 

the 30-split standard approved by Lockert II as a safe harbor. See Appel-

lant Br. 47-50. But the best reading of Lockert II supports treating maps 

with 30 splits or less as presumptively constitutional. The record in Lock-

ert II showed that the legislature could have drawn a map that divided 

only 25 counties. See 656 S.W.2d at 844. Yet the Court nonetheless held 
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that "an upper limit of dividing 30 counties in the multi-county category 

is appropriate." Id. By increasing the number of splits permitted, the 

Court implicitly recognized that the General Assembly must be given 

some deference during redistricting and set a 30-split limit to provide 

clear forward-looking guidance about how the legislature should draw its 

maps. See Bain Peanut Co. v. Pinson, 282 U.S. 499, 501 (1931) ("the ma-
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in its joints"). Courts often create clear benchmarks for legislatures to 

use for redistricting, see, e.g., Evenwel, 578 U.S. at 60 (recognizing the 

10% benchmark for one person one vote), and that appears to exactly be 

what the Court did in Lockert II. The General Assembly did not act in 

bad faith by taking the Court at its word. 

Anyway, even if the Court believes that a 30-split safe harbor ap-

proach lacks constitutional basis, that was the consensus reading of Lock-

ert II among the legislature and courts. For the past three decades, the 

General Assembly has treated Lockert II as creating a 30-split bench-

mark. Supra Argument II.B.2. Every map that it approved followed that 

benchmark. During the last redistricting cycle, the Court of Appeals held 

in an opinion joined by then-Judge Kirby that the legislature acted in 

good faith when drawing a senate map by "demonstrate [ing] that cross-

ing county lines was necessary to best achieve population equality while 

simultaneously crossing far fewer county lines than the upper limit of 30 

suggested by the Lockert court." Moore, 436 S.W.3d at 788. 
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The General Assembly acted in good faith by following the accepted 

understanding of Lockert II that existed when it redistricted. Even as-

suming Wygant is correct that there is no 30-split safe harbor, the Moore 

decision and past practice gave the General Assembly a good-faith basis 

for believing that there was a safe harbor. That view, even if the Court 

now holds it to be mistaken, was eminently reasonable and thus provides 

1.10 bull/wig L11C nintbe map uti vv II nu vv . 

D. Wygant's assorted arguments for reversing the chan-
cery court lack merit. 

Wygant advances several reasons why he believes the Court should 

reverse. None persuade. 

Wygant advances the remarkable position that the existence of an 

alternative map that complies with federal law and produces fewer 

county splits "preclude [s] finding that the General Assembly undertook 

an honest and good faith effort to enact a House map that crosses county 

lines only as necessary to comply with federal law." Appellant Br. 44. 

That proposed rule defies the good-faith standard, has no basis in the 

law, and would invite chaos into redistricting litigation. 

For starters, a brightline rule that the existence of a superior alter-

native map precludes finding good faith makes no sense. As Wygant sees 

it, courts must decipher whether the legislature drew a split based on a 

good-faith belief that federal law required it to divide the county. That 

question, according to Wygant, must turn on the General Assembly's 
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motivations when drawing the ma.ps. Yet Wygant never explains how a 

superior map drawn by someone after redistricting occurs can prove that 

the General Assembly acted in bad faith. What Wygant really seeks is 

not a regime that judges maps based on the legislature's good-faith efforts 

to comply with state and federal law, but a strict-liability regime that 

turns all the complexities of redistricting into an exercise in computer 

programming: whenever software can spit out a map that includes fewer 

splits and lower deviation, the map must be struck down as unlawful. 

That novel approach to redistricting (and judging) has little to rec-

ommend it. It is settled law- that "redistricting is a legislative function." 

Ariz. State Legislature v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm'n, 576 U.S. 

787, 808 (2015). Wygant's approach would upend redistricting entirely 

by substituting the exercise of political judgment by elected representa-

tives with whatever technically superior plan users can concoct through 

map-drawing software. It would also invite constant county-splitting lit-

igation because, as Wygant's own expert testified, there is no known 

method for calculating the best plan or the absolute minimum number of 

county splits. Trial Tr. 369:14-18; R. XXII, 3443. So that means that any 

map that the legislature adopts can be second guessed in court. That is 

a recipe for chaos that would prompt much more "serial litigation" over 

Tennessee's county-splitting provisions. Lockert III, 729 S.W.2d at 91; 

see Gaffney v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735, 750-51 (1973) (rejecting the idea 

that "those who litigate" against redistricting maps "need only produce a 
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plan that is marginally 'better' when measured against a rigid and un-

yielding population-equality standard."). All that for a standard that 

lacks any constitutional basis, and which other courts have rejected. See, 

e.g., Moore, 436 S.W.3d at 788 ("[a] redistricting plan will not be set aside 

. .. merely because a slightly 'better' plan can. be devised"). 

III. Wygant's County-Splitting Claim Presents a Nonjusticiable 
Political Question. 

While this Court can affirm based on the arguments and evidence 

presented here, it should consider the propriety of reviewing county-split-

ting claims at all. Challenges to county splits are paradigmatic political 

questions. To the extent this Court's decision in Lockert I holds other-

wise, that decision should be overruled because i.t was wrongly decided, 

it creates an unworkable standard, and its reasoning has been under-

mined over the past four decades. The Court can affirm on the alterna-

tive ground that county-splitting claims raise a political question.3

3 The State did not raise this argument below. That does not pre-
vent the Court from considering the issue because this Court has said 
that the political-question doctrine is an issue that courts "must consider" 
in the context of cases (like this one) raising separation-of-powers ques-
tions. Bredesen v. Tenn, Jud. Selection Comm'n, 214 S.W.3d 419, 434 
(Tenn. 2007). Moreover, ordinary forfeiture principles do not apply to 
justiciability issues like the political-question doctrine. As Judge Usman 
explained in a recent decision from the Court of Appeals; "[w]aiver and 
concession in the context of issues related to justiciability function as a 
one-way ratchet." Dominy v. Davidson Cnty. Election Comm'n, 2023 WL 
3729863, at *4 (Tenn. Ct. App. May 31, 2023). Although a party may 
forfeit an argument against justiciability, id. at *4-5, a party cannot for-
feit the chance to have justiciability issues considered. 
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A. Whether a county split violates .Article II, § 5 presents 
a political question unsuited for judicial review. 

"Tennessee courts decide only 'legal controversies."' West v. 

Schofield, 468 S.W.3d 482, 490 (Tenn. 2015) (citation omitted). To decide 

"whether a particular case involves a legal controversy, [courts] utilize 

justiciability doctrines that 'mirror the justiciability doctrines employed 

by the [U.S.] Supreme Court and the federal courts."' Id. (citation omit-

ted). That prevents courts from deciding "abstract questions of wide pub-

lic significance [when] other governmental institutions may be more com-

petent to address the questions." Id. (citation omitted). 

This dispute implicates one of those justiciability doctrines—the po-

litical-question doctrine. Tennessee courts recognize that "if the issue 

presented is a purely 'political question,' the separation of powers provi-

sions of our constitutions make it non-justiciable," Bredesen v. Tenn. Jud. 

Selection Comm'n, 214 S.W.3d 419, 435 (Tenn. 2007) (quoting Powell v. 

McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 517 (1969)), and they follow the same ap-

proach as federal courts when deciding if an issue raises a political ques-

tion. Courts consider (among other things) whether there is "[1] a textu-

ally demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate 

political department; [2] a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable 

standards for resolving it; [3] or the impossibility of deciding without an 

initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion." 

Id. at 435 (quoting Baker, 369 U.S. at 217). 
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All three factors support holding that whether a county split vio-

lates Article II, § 5 is a political question entrusted to the General As-

sembly rather than courts. The Tennessee Constitution gives the Gen-

eral Assembly the responsibility to redistrict using factors it deems ap-

propriate. And because of the conflict between the county-splitting pro-

vision and the one-person-one-vote standard, there are no judicially man-

a.ge able sta-ndards fbr dec-idi-ng -wliethe-r a. county split ITiolai-,es idle Ten-

nessee Constitution. The General Assembly instead must make an in-

herently legislative decision about how to balance the competing state 

and federal obligations, and the litigation risks that follow. 

1. Tennessee's Constitution commits redistricting to 
the General Assembly, 

The first factor favors applying the political-question doctrine be-

cause the Tennessee Constitution makes a "textually demonstrable con-

stitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department." 

Bredesen, 214 S.W.3d at 435 (citation omitted). That commitment de-

rives from Article II, § 4 which entrusts redistricting to the legislature 

and empowers it to draw districts based on whatever criteria it deems 

appropriate, so long as those criteria adhere to the U.S. Constitution. 

To begin, Article II assigns redistricting responsibilities to the Gen-

eral Assembly. That Article instructs that, "[a]fter each decennial census 

made by the Bureau of the Census of the United States is available," the 

"General Assembly shall establish senatorial and representative 
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districts." Tenn. Const. art. II, § 4. So it should come as no surprise that 

this Court has affirmed that the General Assembly "has principal respon-

sibility" and "primary authority" over redistricting. Lincoln County, 701 

S.W.2d at 604. That accords with the rule reiterated time and again by 

state and federal courts that "[r]edistricting constitutes a traditional do-

main of state legislative authority." Alexander, 144 S. Ct. at 1233. 

rT1
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cle II"—which includes the county-splitting provision—"shall deny to the 

General Assembly the right at any time to apportion one House of the 

General Assembly using geography, political subdivisions, substantially 

equal population and other criteria as factors; provided such apportion-. 

ment when effective shall comply with the Constitution of the United 

States as then amended or authoritatively interpreted." Tenn. Const. 

art. II, § 4 (emphasis added). By specifying that "[n]othing in Article 

II" shall prevent the General Assembly from choosing what criteria to use 

when redistricting, the Constitution commits to the General Assembly 

the authority to choose whether and to what extent it will elevate county-

line preservation over other redistricting criteria. See A. Scalia & B. Gar-

ner, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts 126-27 (2012) (ex-

plaining that the use of superordinating language "shows which provi. 

sion prevails in the event of a clash"). 

Under this Court's reasoning in Bredesen, Article II's text strongly 

favors applying the political- question doctrine here. Bredesen involved 
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an equal-protection challenge to the Governor's authority to appoint Jus-

tices of the Tennessee Supreme Court. 214 S.W.3d at 435. The Court 

found the first political-question factor applicable because the Constitu-

tion included a "textually demonstrable" commitment of "the subject of 

filling vacancies in office" to the legislature. Id. (citation omitted). The 

Constitution states that "the filling of all vacancies not otherwise directed 
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Legislature shall direct." Tenn. Const. art. vII, § 4. The legislature in 

turn had directed that "the Governor alone" could make the relevant ap-

pointment, so the first factor applied. Bredesen, 214 S.W.3d at 435. In 

this case, the textual commitment appears with greater clarity than in 

Bredesen—the Constitution itself, rather than a statute, gives the Gen-

eral Assembly responsibility to draw districts how it sees fit, so long as 

those maps comply with federal constitutional law. 

There is no administrable standard for deciding 
when a county split violates Article II, § 5. 

The second factor also favors applying the political-question doc-

trine because no judicially manageable standard exists for courts to de-

cide whether a county split violates the Tennessee Constitution. The rel-

evant constitutional text, precedent, and history shows that there is no 

standard for deciding the legality of county splits that is "principled, 
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rational, and based upon reasoned distinctions" found in the Constitu-

tion. Vieth U. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 278 (2005) (plurality opinion). 

a. Constitutional Text. For two reasons, the text of the Tennes-

see Constitution supports the State's position that this issue presents a 

nonjusticiable political question. First, Article II expressly authorizes 

the General Assembly in its discretion to subordinate the coun.ty-splitting 

provision to "other [redistricting] criteria." See Tenn. Const. art. II, § 4; 

supra Argument III.A.1. The Court lacks any constitutionally based 

standard for reviewing the legislature's exercise of that authority with 

respect to the county-splitting provision. Second, the county-splitting 

provision itself contains no standard for assessing whether a county split 

complies with state law. See Tenn. Const. art. II, § 5. That matters be-

cause population-equality principles require county splits, and "[t]here 

are no legal standards discernible in the Constitution" for making judg-

ments about which splits withstand scrutiny. Rucho, 588 U.S. at 707. 

b. Precedent. Because of U.S. Supreme Court precedent, it is im-

possible for the General Assembly to follow the county-splitting provi-

sion. Federal law requires state districts to contain substantially equal 

population. That forces the legislature to split counties. And it leaves no 

administrable standard for deciding when a county must be split. 

The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires that 

state legislative districts contain "substantial equality of population" so 

that "the vote of any citizen is approximately equal in weight to that of 
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any other citizen in the State." Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 579. Although state 

districts need not maintain absolute population equality, state legisla-

tures must "make an honest and good faith effort to construct districts ... 

as nearly of equal population as is practicable." Id. at 577. 

That precedent forces the General Assembly to split counties when-

ever it draws a new map. Tennessee has 99 house districts spread among 
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County) to 929,744 (Shelby County). Trial Ex. 103. Given the population 

distribution among Tennessee, the legislature cannot draw a house map 

that complies with population-equality requirements without splitting 

county lines. See R. XXII, 3433-34; see also Trial Tr. 242. Because of that 

irreconcilable conflict, "the state constitutional prohibitions against the 

division of counties" must "yield to federal constitutional requirements 

under the Equal Protection Clause." Lincoln County, 701 S.W.2d at 603. 

There are "no legal standards" that are "clear, manageable, and po-

litically neutral" that are "discernible in the Constitution" for deciding 

when federal population-equality principles require a county split. 

Rucho, 588 U.S. at 707. The legislature knows that state districts must 

contain "as nearly of equal population as is practicable." Reynolds, 377 

U.S. at 577. And it is true that maps with total population deviation 

exceeding 10% "are presumptively impermissible," while maps with de-

viations below 10% are presumptively lawful. Evenwel, 578 U.S. at 60. 

But compliance with that under-ten-percent standard does not create a 
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"safe harbor." Moore, 436 S.W.3d at 785 (citing Cox v. Larios, 542 U.S. 

947, 949 (2004) (Stevens, J., concurring)). That means maps with devia-

tions below 10% can still violate the one-person-one-vote requirement. 

See, e.g., Raleigh Wake Citizens Assoc. v. Wake Cnty. Bd. of Elections, 827 

F.3d 333 (4th Cir. 2016). Yet the legislature has no way of knowing when 

it draws the maps what population deviation the U.S. Constitution toler-
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The indeterminacy of the one-person-one-vote standard is a feature 

of the constitutional design rather than a bug. "The whole thrust of the 

`as nearly as practicable' approach is inconsistent with adoption of fixed 

numerical standards which excuse population variances without regard 

to the circumstances of each particular case." Cf. Kirkpatrick v. Preisler, 

394 U.S. 526, 530 (1969) (citation omitted). After all, "[i]f state legislators 

knew that a certain de minimis level of population differences were ac-

ceptable, they would doubtless strive to achieve that level rather than 

equality." Karcher v. Dagget, 462 U.S. 725, 731 (1983) (interpreting pop-

ulation-equality requirements for congressional districts). 

The administrability problem arises when the county-splitting pro-

vision collides with that indeterminate one-person-one-vote standard. 

Wygant argues that the Lockert cases instruct that, a county split violates 

the Tennessee Constitution unless federal law requires that split. See 

Appellant Br. 38-39. But to know whether federal law commands a split, 

the General Assembly must distinguish between a population deviation 
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which the Constitution permits and a deviation that the Constitution re-

quires. Only by determining how low deviation must be can the legisla-

ture decide if federal law necessitates a split. The county-splitting pro-

vision thus demands that the General Assembly discern the undiscerni-

ble—that is, the minimum population deviation required by federal law. 

But cf. Kirkpatrick, 394 U.S. at 530 (explaining that population equality 

is "inconsistent Ivith adoption of fixed numerical standards"). 

The Voting Rights Act adds yet another complication to the consti-

tutional analysis. Section 2 of the Act forbids States from passing laws 

which interfere with a minority group's ability to elect their candidate of 

choice. See Allen v. Milligan, 599 U.S. 1, 17-18 (2023). So when redis-

tricting, the General Assembly must also ensure that the enacted maps 

comply with § 2's minority-voting protections. That sometimes requires 

the General Assembly to split counties. See, e.g. , Trial Tr. 562-63, 609. 

The chancery court aptly summarized the situation. Because the 

General Assembly has "no clear objective standard of acceptable popula-

tion variance," it "must play Russian roulette." R. XXII; 3451. "Does the 

Legislature select a map whose districts cross the fewest counties but has 

a higher population variance . over maps with lower population vari-

ance which cross more counties"? Id, The law provides no clear answer. 

And given that the General Assembly, with all its resources, "struggles 

with this balance," the chancery court properly questioned whether the 

judiciary is "really in a superior position to accomplish [that] goal." Id. 
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It is not. There is no administrable and constitutionally based 

standard that courts can use to decide whether the General Assembly 

appropriately determined that federal law requires a county split. 

c. Historit The judiciary's decades-long efforts to police county 

splits proves how unworkable judicial review has become and how there 

is no administrable standard for deciding county-splitting claims. 
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competing state and federal redistricting requirements. When giving the 

legislature guidance in Lockert I about how to balance the county-split-

ting provision with population-equality requirements, the Court in-

structed that population "variance should be as low as possible" among 

state legislative districts "because equality of population is still the prin-

cipal con.sideration." 631 S.W.2d at 714 (emphasis added). But when the 

General Assembly took that advice to heart and drew a map with mini-

mal population deviation, the Court struck it down in Lockert II. The 

Court did so because it believed that "the Legislature over-emphasized 

 achieving near_perfection in_responding to the one- person, one vote fed-. 

eral mandate, where it collides with the State Constitutional mandate" 

not to split counties. Lockert II, 656 S.W.2d at 840 (emphasis added). 

Following Lockert II, the legislature kept revising its maps in a 

good-faith effort to navigate the conflicting guidance. But it kept getting 

sued. Over six years during the 1980s, the General Assembly adopted 
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four different redistricting maps, all of which were challenged under the 

county-splitting provision. Supra Statement of the Case and Facts A. 

Enter Lockert III. There, as explained, the Court wrote "chapter 

three in the tortured history of [this] intractable reapportionment prob-

lem." 729 S,W.2d at 89; see supra Statement of the Case and Facts A. 

The plaintiff argued that the map unlawfully split a county when draw-
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the federal constitutional requirement of equality of population among 

districts and the Tennessee constitutional prohibition against dividing a 

county to form a senatorial district." Lockert III, 729 S.W.2d at 89. The 

Court found that the legislature acted in good faith when drawing the 

district, so it "terminate[d] th[e] serial litigation." Id. at 91. 

That marked the end of the Lockert trilogy—but only the beginning 

of the county-splitting woes. During the 1990's redistricting process, the 

legislature remembered the Court's advice in Lockert II not to take Lock-

ert I's instruction about minimizing population variance too literally. So 

it adopted a map with higher population variance and the same number 

of county splits allowed by Lockert I. That prompted another bout of lit-

igation, this time in federal court. Over the State's defense that it relied 

on Lockert, a federal court found Tennessee's house maps unconstitu-

tional because the population deviation was too high. See Rural W. Tenn. 

African-Ain. Affairs Council, Inc. v. McWherter, 836 F. Supp. 447, 450-52 

(W.D. Tenn. 1993). Around the same time, a federal court found the state 
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house map unlawful under the Voting Rights Act. See Rural W. Tenn. 

African-Am. Affairs Council, Inc. v. McWherter, 836 F. Supp. 453, 466 

(W.D. Tenn. 1993), vacated by 512 U.S. 1249 (1994). 

The legislature thus finds itself caught between three conflicting 

constitutional and statutory provisions with divergent guidance from the 

courts. Litigation over those competing obligations continues to this day. 
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it is that courts lack any administrable standard for determining when a 

county split violates the Tennessee Constitution and how the General 

Assembly should balance conflicting legal constraints. 

3. Deciding county-splitting claims requires courts to 
make quintessentially legislative policy choices. 

The final political-question factor also favors finding Wygant's 

county-splitting claim nonjusticiable because it would require courts to 

make "policy determination[s] of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discre-

tion," Bredesen, 214 S.W.3d at 435 (citation omitted)—namely, courts 

would have to second-guess legislative determinations about what degree 

of litigation risk to tolerate when drawing legislative districts. 

Every redistricting map reflects a compromise between competing 

litigation risks. If the General Assembly minimizes population deviation, 

that comes at the expense of increasing county splits. See Trial Tr. 242:6-

8. That makes a map more vulnerable to challenge under the Tennessee 

Constitution. And if the General Assembly keeps counties intact, that 
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increases population deviation and thus makes the map more vulnerable 

to federal challenges. So whatever map the General Assembly chooses 

necessarily involves tradeoffs designed to balance those litigation risks, 

as the mapmaker here testified. See id. at 477:9-22. 

Those risk-tradeoff decisions belong to the General Assembly. This 

Court already made that clear in Lockert II when it explained that "the 
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It is up to the members of the General Assembly, who have sworn an 

independent oath to uphold the state and federal constitutions, to engage 

in a good-faith effort to balance these obligations and litigation risks. The 

decisions about the tolerable level of population deviation and county 

splits are inherently legislative. Courts cannot adjudicate county-split-

ting claims without deciding those legislative questions about how much 

"suit-risk" to entertain from each map--and from which direction. If the 

General Assembly believes a lower deviation is necessary to minimize the 

risk of a one-person-one-vote challenge or to account for "other [redistrict-

ing] criteria," Tenn. Const. art. § 4, it is entitled to act on that judg-

ment without second-guessing from the courts. 

The Court should hold that Wygant raises a nonjusticiable issue. 

B. Stare decisis presents no obstacle to finding county-
splitting claims nonjusticiable. 

This Court previously considered the extent to which redistricting 

challenges raise justiciable disputes. In Lockert I, the State argued that 
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"reapportionment is nonjusticiable because it is a political question and 

because it is a legislative function under the Separation of Powers Doc-

trine." 631 S.W.2d at 705. The Court rejected that argument, pointing 

to the "evolution ... of constitutional law" in redistricting, and citing cases 

outside the context of the county-splitting provision where courts re-

viewed challenges to electoral maps. Id. at 705-06. That decision did not 
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ert I, the State does not argue here that all challenges to redistricting 

maps present nonjusticiable political questions. Instead, it argues that 

the county-splitting provision raises unique considerations that make 

county-splitting claims raised against redistricting maps nonjusticiable. 

Thus, stare decisis poses no barrier to reaching that novel issue here. 

But to the extent that the Court believes it already decided this is- 

sue in Lockert I, it should overrule that decision. Although this Court 

usually hesitates to overrule its precedents, "stare decisis is neither 'a 

universal inexorable command' nor an 'inflexible rule."' Hooker v. Has-

lam, 437 S.W.3d 409, 422 (Tenn. 2014) (per curiam) (citation omitted). 

The presumption in favor of stare decisis does not justify perpetuating 

the constitutional error of Lockert I for several reasons. 

First, stare-decisis considerations are at their lowest ebb here be-

cause the dispute involves a matter of constitutional (rather than statu-

tory) interpretation. See Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U.S. 164, 

172-73 (1989). Nor are there any meaningful reliance interests at stake 
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because Lockert created rules that apply only to the General Assembly. 

See Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 363-65 (2010); Alleyne v. United 

States, 570 U.S. 99, 121 (2013) (Thomas, J., concurring) (stare decisis car-

ries little weight when "the reliance interests are ... minimal, and the 

reliance interests of private parties are nonexistent' ). 

Second, the State respectfully submits that the Lockert decision is 
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S.W.3d 246, 253 (Tenn. 2016) (quoting Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 

827 (1991)). That decision did not discuss any of the Baker factors (fol-

lowed by this Court in Bredesen) or otherwise explain how the standard 

that it announced can be used in a workable manner to resolve the con-

flict between federal law and the county-splitting provision. The post-

Lockert I history shows that no such standard exists. 

Third, subsequent precedent has undermined Lockert Is reasoning. 

The Court there found the challenge justiciable based on the new consen-

sus among courts that redistricting challenges do not raise political ques-

tions. 631 S.W.2d at 705. Although that remains the general rule, not 

all redistricting claims are fit for judicial decisionmaking. Partisan ger-

rymandering claims, for example, are nonjusticiable because courts lack 

an administrable standard for deciding those challenges. See Rucho, 588 

U.S. at 703-10. Here too, courts lack a principled basis for deciding 

county-splitting claims. 
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For those reasons, Lockert I does not prevent the Court from hold-

ing that Wygant's claim presents a nonjusticiable political question. 

IV. Hunt Lacks Standing to Challenge the Senate Map. 

The chancery court held that Hunt has standing to challenge the 

senate map and entered judgment in her favor. R. XXII, 3425-26, 3486-

93. That was an error because Hunt did not suffer any cognizable injury 

fynm livincr in a micTiumhprpd di trirt THP reenrd mu-firms that Hunt 
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raises only a generalized grievance about the senate map and thus she 

lacks standing to bring her claim. Because neither the chancery court's 

reasoning nor the argum.ents offered by Hunt below support the judg-

ment on the senate map, it should be reversed. 

A. Hunt suffers no legally cognizable injury from the mis-
numbered senate districts. 

The record proves that Hunt brought this suit to vindicate her in-

terest in constitutional governance. She suffers no "distinct and palpa-

ble" cognizable injury. City of Memphis, 414 S.W.3d at 98 (citation omit-

ted). This case thus presents a textbook generalized grievance. 

At trial, Hunt testified that she was injured because "the word of 

the Constitution"—specifically, the consecutive-numbering provision—

was not "being followed to the letter." Trial Tr. 81:8-9. For that reason, 

she sued not just for herself, but "also [her] neighborhood, [her] city of 

Nashville, and everybody who shares the same values." Id. at 81:13-14. 
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And when asked what remedy she sought, she explained her desire for 

the court to enforce "the Constitution as it is written." Id. at 85:18-19. 

That kind of generalized interest does not suffice to confer standing. 

Plaintiffs who seek "vindication of the rule of law," rather than "remedi-

ation of [their] own injury," are not entitled to bring their disputes into 

court. Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env't, 523 U.S. 83, 106 (1998). 
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comply with [the] Constitution," but "that kind of interest does not create 

standing," Carney v. Adams, 141 S. Ct. 493, 499 (2020), because "an as-

serted right to have the Government act in accordance with law" does, not 

satisfy the bedrock requirement that each litigant suffer some concrete 

and particularized harm, Whitrnore v. Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 160 (1990) 

(quoting Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 754 (1984)). Merely asserting a 

consti.tutional violation, as Hunt did here, does not prove an injury in 

fact. See, e.g., ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 615, 619-27 (finding no standing 

despite the allegation that the defendants violated the Constitution). 

Likewise, the fact that Hunt resides in a misnumbered district does 

not establish the requisite injury. In Lance v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437 

(2007) (per curiam), several voters challenged the constitutionality of a 

court-ordered redistricting plan. The voters argued that their district vi-

olated the Elections Clause of Article I, § 4, of the U.S. Constitution be-

cause it was drawn by a court rather than a legislature. See Dillard v. 

Chilton Cnty. Cornm'n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1332 (11th Cir. 2007) (per curiam) 
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(describing the claim asserted in Lance). Even though the voters resided 

in the allegedly unconstitutional district, the Supreme Court nonetheless 

held that they lacked standing. The Court explained that "[t]he only in-

jury plaintiffs allege is that the law—specifically the Elections Clause—

has not been followed." Lance, 549 U.S. at 442. And that "is precisely 

the kind of undifferentiated, generalized grievance about the conduct of 

government that Rhe Court] fia[s] refused to countenance in die past. Id. 

Here too, the only injury Hunt asserted is that Tennessee Consti-

tution, Article II, § 3 has not been followed. Hunt failed to show an injury 

because she never proved how she suffers concretely and individually 

from living in a misnumbered district. 

The logical implication of Hunt's contrary position is that everyone 

in Tennessee can bring suits challenging redistricting maps. If her gen-

eralized interest in the government following the Constitution "to the let-

ter" suffices, Trial Tr. 81:8-9, that opens the door to anyone in Tennessee 

bringing suits whenever the government acts in a manner that they per-

ceive violates the law. Indeed, that is precisely what Hunt argued in the 

chancery court. She insisted that "all Tennesseans have standing to 

bring a facial challenge concerning a statewide redistricting statute that 

violates the Tennessee Constitution." R. III, 412 n.5. Of course, that 

would "create the potential for abuse of the judicial process, distort the 

role of the Judiciary in its relationship to the Executive and the 
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Legislature and open the Judiciary to an arguable charge of 'government 

by injunction."' Schlesinger, 418 U.S. at 222 (citation omitted). 

In that sense, this dispute reaffirms why courts should adhere to 

injury requirement. "[W]hen a court is asked to undertake constitutional 

adjudication, the most important and delicate of its responsibilities, the 

requirement of concrete injury further serves the function of insuring 
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The injury-in-fact doctrine thereby ensures that courts are not "called 

upon to decide abstract questions of wide public significance even though 

other governmental institutions may be more competent to address the 

questions," ACLU, 195 S.W.3d at 620, and prevents "a profusion of law-

suits" from individuals with generalized grievances, see id. 

Hunt suffers no cognizable injury from the misnumbered district, 

so she lacks standing, and the judgment below should be reversed. 

B. The chancery court's holding that Hunt suffered an in-
jury disregards bedrock standing principles. 

'The chancery court held that a "voter's injury does not have to be 

individualized for that voter to have standing to bring a constitutional 

challenge to a legislative redistricting plan." R. XXII, 3490 (emphasis 

added). The panel thus found that Hunt's injury was the constitutional 

violation itself. See id. The panel also observed that finding standing, 

and considering the merits of Hunt's claim, was particularly appropriate 
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because "the legislature arguably had knowledge to a substantial cer-

tainty that the Senate plan was unconstitutional." Id. 

The majority erred at each step of its standing analysis. First, the 

panel was wrong to dispense with the individualized-injury requirement,. 

The "[f]oremost" standing requirement is that the plaintiff suffer an "in-

jury in fact." Gill, 585 U.S. at 65. Contrary to what the chancery court 
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lative redistricting plan. See, e.g., id. at 65-68; Lance, 549 U.S. at 441-

42. That requirement is not. satisfied unless the plaintiff proves that she 

suffered the "invasion of a legally protected interest" that "affect[s] the 

plaintiff in a personal and individual way." Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 

U.S. 555, 560 & 560 n.1 (1992). The chancery court's conclusion that a 

"voter's injury does not have to be individualized" flies in the face of this 

precedent. R. XXII, 3490 (emphasis added). 

Second, the panel erred by finding that a bare constitutional viola-

tion by itself qualified as a cognizable injury. See R. XXII, 3490 (finding 

standing because "the Senate map has infringed upon Ms. FIunt's consti-

tutional right to vote in a senatorial district consecutively numbered" and 

concluding that was "an injury distinct to her").4 Ample authority 

4 The premi.se that Article II, § 3 of the Constitution confers an 
individual right also rests on shaky ground. That provision simply states 
that, "Din a county having more than one senatorial district, the districts 
shall be numbered consecutively." Tenn. Const. art. II, § 3. That creates 
no individual rights—instead, it simply regulates how the General 
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supports the principle that there must be some concrete harm flowing 

from a constitutional violation for a litigant to have standing. See, e.g., 

United States v. Richardson, 418 U.S. 166, 178 (1974) (finding no stand-

ing despite "an arguable violation of an explicit prohibition of the Consti-

tution" because there was no individualized injury); supra Argument 

IV.A. Hunt proved no such concrete harm; indeed, her testimony con-

firms 'that -1- --e-rsuiiers no individualized injury, and instead sl-ile seeks 

merely to enforce her general interest in constitutional governance. Su-

pra Argument IV.A. 

Third, the panel erred by considering the merits of the constitu-

tional claim as part of the standing inquiry. See R. XXII, 3490, This 

Court has made clear that standing "'in no way depends on the merits' of 

the claim." Metro. Gov't of Nashville & Davicison Cnty. v. Tenn. Dep't of 

Educ., 645 S.W.3d 141, 149 (Tenn. 2022) (quoting Warth v. Seldin, 422 

U.S. 490, 500 (1975)). Standing is "not merely a troublesome hurdle to 

be overcome if possible so as to reach the 'merits' of a lawsuit which a 

party desi.res to have a.djudicated." United States v. Texas, 599 U.S. 670, 

675 (2023) (citation omitted). On the contrary, the standing doctrine 

rests "on the judiciary's understanding of the intrinsic role of judicial 

Assembly should draw its district lines. Cf. Gonzaga Univ. v. Doe, 536 
U.S. 273, 287-88 (2002). To the extent it does create an individual right, 
it is one that Hunt shares with all Tennesseans in multi-district counties. 
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power, as well as its respect for the separation of powers doctrine" in the 

Tennessee Constitution. Norma Faye, 301 S.W.3d at 202-03. 

This Court's decision in City of Chattanooga v. Davis, 54 S.W.3d 248 

(Tenn. 2001), is instructive. There, the plaintiff challenged the constitu-

tionality of certain policies implemented by the City of Chattanooga. "De, 

spite the probable unconstitutionality of [those] policies," this Cou.rt dis-
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ized injury or harm" from the alleged constitutional violation. Id. at 280. 

The Court acknowledged that some "have criticized adherence to the par-. 

ticularized injury requirement of the standing doctrine," and it recog-

nized that some States have abrogated that requirement in cases raising 

constitutional questions of "great public importance." Id. (citation omit-

ted). But the Court declined to follow suit and dismissed the claim. The 

Court should do so here too by reversing the judgment below. 

C. The arguments Hunt offered below provide no basis for 
finding standing here. 

Hunt made a variety of arguments in the chancery court to support 

her claim to standing. Each fails. 

In the court below, Hunt primarily relied on gerrymandering and 

one-person-one-vote cases to support her "injury" claim. See R. XXII, 

3492-93. But those cases are easily distinguishable; while the litigants 

in those cases had standing even though their injuries were shared by 

others, all those litigants nevertheless established individualized and 
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concrete injury. The one-person-one-vote cases, for example, "were ex-

pressly premised on the understanding that the injuries giving rise to 

those claims were 'individual and personal in nature,' because the claims 

were brought by voters who alleged 'facts showing disadvantage to them-

selves as individuals."' Gill, 585 U.S. at 49 (citations omitted). In other 

words, the plaintiffs had standing because their individual votes had 

lh-) Cell diluted.. The plaintiffs' in _partisan g',errylil a ridering cases like-xi S e 

suffer an injury in fact because their votes are diluted for partisan rea-

sons. See id. at 65-68. Hunt has not shown any similar disadvantage to 

herself as an individual caused by the alleged constitutional defect. 

Next, Hunt suggested that the misnumbered senate districts de-

prive her the benefit of a stable senatorial delegation See R. XX, 3045-

46. The chancery court discussed this interest, explaining that "[t]he con-

secutive nurnbering requirement is grounded in the specific constitu-

tional concern about avoiding turnover in Senate representation in pop-

ulous counties and in preserving institutional knowledge and experi-

ence." R. XXII, 3489. By requiring candidates in even-numbered dis-

tricts to run for re-election in different years from candidates in odd-num-

bered districts, the theory goes that the provision helps avoids turnover 

and provide stability because only two of the four seats in Davidson 

County should be up for election at the same time. Id. 

That theory of injury suffers from many problems. For starters, 

Hunt cited no authority establishing that voters can have a legally 
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enforceable interest over vague notions of stability in a legislative dele-

gation. Nor does she explain how the deprivation of that perceived right 

causes an individualized and tangible personal injury. Hunt is not rep-

resented by a delegation in the Senate; like all Tennesseans, she is rep-

resented by one Senator elected from her district. More importantly, she 

offered no evidence that the allegedly harmful instability ever occurred 
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2022 election (even under the misnumbered map) because only one of the 

three seats up for re-election turned over. See Trial Tr. 118:15-18. And 

even though the Davidson County districts were non-consecutively num-

bered for two decades from 199.2 to 2012, the instability that Hunt fears 

never occurred. See Trial Exs. 36-82. So whatever perceived harms flow 

from an unstable delegation, the record shows that those harms are 

merely imaginary—not imminent. 

Moreover, if legislative instability is the injury that Hunt asserts, 

it is not caused by the challenged conduct nor is it redressable through 

the requested relief. See City of Memphis, 414 S.W.3d at 98. Whether a 

senatorial delegation turns over (and thus qualifies as "unstable") de-

pends on the will of the voters—not on the numbering of the district. Alt-

hough the numbering of districts obviously affects when the election oc-

curs, "no one can tell what the result of an election will be," State ex rel. 

Hammond v. Wimberly, 196 S.W.2d 561, 562 (Tenn. 1946). So Hunt can-

not show she "will be adversely affected" by having three districts up for 
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re-election in one cycle rather than two districts. Id. Nor would that 

injury be redressable by the requested relief because renumbering the 

districts would not ensure that there will be no turnover iri the future. 

Finally, Hunt argued below that standing must exist because "mis-

numbering claims" have previously been adjudicated on the merits. See 

R. XXII, 3491. But as Chancellor Maroney explained in his dissent, Hunt 
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state constitutional requirement of non-consecutive numbering of Senate 

districts." Id. at 3473. The decisions on which Hunt relied simply do not 

support her standing argument here because standing was not addressed 

in those cases. See Webster, 266 U.S. at 511. 

CONCLUSION 

The judgment of the chancery court should be affirmed with respect 

to Wygant's claim and reversed with respect to Hunt's claim. 
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